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Product description:

R type transformer is a rookie of dry-type transformers  products. Its core system
using width varying quality oriented cold rolled silicon steel coils made of round
waist, and a circular section, can be wound without cutting. Thus, thereby
producing a transformer noise, magnetic flux leakage small, no-load current is
small, low iron loss, high efficiency; and since the coil is cylindrical, short length of
the copper per lap, so resistance is small, low copper loss low temperature,
overload small fluctuations, power better than toroidal transformer; in addition, the
beginning of the secondary winding skeleton using fire-retardant PBT engineering
plastics winding respectively, whereby high dielectric strength, flame retardant.

1, R-type transformers EI transformer than 30% smaller, 40% thinner, 40% lighter.
2, R type transformer leakage magnetic minimum, EI transformer than 10 times smaller.
3, The heat generated R-core transformer EI transformer ratio at least 50% smaller.
4, R-type transformers will not produce noise, this feature is far better than EI type transformer core gap or cut-shaped core
transformer.
5, R-type transformers compared with toroidal transformer performance, higher reliability, high insulation performance, easy
installation.
6, R-type transformer structure is simpler than EI and C-type transformer but the reliability and quality than they are high.
7, type transformers allow you to have a detailed design and reduce costs and improve efficiency.
8, Transformer design basically meet all global safety standards.
9, Transformer Our company has produced for many years, while production is increasing every year. Use of R-type transformers
company is now rising sharply. With the R-type transformers will make your quality and efficiency greatly improved.

R-type transformers are mainly used in monitors, printers, computer terminals, copiers, fax machines, satellite radio receivers, hi-fi loudspeakers, measuring and testing

equipment, electrical equipment and instruments, flow measurement instruments, medical equipment financial equipment, industrial equipment, elevator lifts, signal equipment,

monitoring equipment alarm equipment, communications equipment and so on.
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